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3.    Bright sap shall not be considered a defect in  any ot the grades provided for and described   in   these rules.    The restriction or exclusion of bright sap constitutes a special class of material which can be secured only by specific contract.
4.    Firm red heart  shall  not be   considered a defect in common grades.
5.    Defects in rough stock, caused by improper manufacture or drying, will reduce grade, unless they can be removed in working such stock to standard sizes.
6.    Imperfect   manufacture   in   dressed   stock,   such    as chipped, grain splintered or torn places, broken knots on edge of shiplap, insufficient tongue on  flooring, etc., shall be considered defects, and reduce grade accordingly.
7.    A standard knot is sound, and not over ij£  inches  in diameter.    A pin knot is sound, and not over half an inch in diameter.
8.    Any piece that will not work one half its size shall be classed as a dead cull.
9.    The grade of all regular stock shall be determined by the number and position of the defects visible in  any piece. The enumerated   defects   admissible in   any given  grade are intended to be descriptive of the coarsest pieces such grade may contain.    The average quality of  the grade should be midway between such pieces and the defects allowed in the next higher grade.
10.    Lumber or timber sawed for specific purposes, such as wagon tongues, bridge  timbers,   car  sills,   etc.,  must  be inspected with a view to the  adaptability of the piece for the use intended.
11.    In finishing, flooring,  etc., the enumerated  defects admissible in a given grade apply only to the face  side of tke piece, but reverse face should not admit defects that would render the piece unsuitable for the purpose intended.
12.    Standard lengths are multiples of 2 feet from 10 to 20 feet, inclusive, for boards and  strips, and from  10 to 24 feet, inclusive, for dimension, joists and timbers.    Longer or shorter lengths than those herein specified  are special.    Odd lengths, if below 24 feet, shall be counted  as of the   next  higher even length.
13.    On stock width shipments of 8-inch  and  under no board shall be admissible that is more than %  inch scant; on lo-inch not more than §4  inch, and on  12-inch not more than T/2 inch scant of specified width.
14.    Yellow pine of better grade than No. i common up to 4 inches in width  is  classified  according to  grain  as edge grain and flat grain.    Edge grain yellow pine has been variously designated as rift-sawn, straight grain, vertical grain and quarter-sawed,   sdl   bein^   commercially   synonymous   terms.

